French Home Learning
Year 4
Over the next couple of weeks it would be good to practise some of the things we have already learnt in French and see if you can learn the names
of some ‘Animals.
You can choose the activities you do but please remember that they are in addition to any work the Mrs Hayton-Hughes has asked you to do.
It is best to practise French in ‘little chunks’ so doing a little bit more regularly will help.
If you want to share your work, please send it directly to me, Mrs Brown via my school email: s.brown@stpeter.sch.je
Topics to
Online activities
Other activities
practise
Good site to practice things we have done:
https://www.french-games.net/
(Colours, family, numbers, food – fruit & veg, people –
clothes)
Colours
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqeL4CFluWQ
Make a rainbow but write the colour words in French.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4kNeFGBAcw
https://www.educandy.com/site/resource.php?activityFind a selection of small objects in one colour and see if you can spell
code=c440
the French colour word.
Scavenger hunt (see resource sheet)
Play ‘Uno’ in French – use your colours and numbers together.
Days and
Months

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_u2SigckNQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RL_5PvOMRdw

Why not see if you can make a ‘perpetual’ calendar.
(Remember the days and months don’t have capital letters
in French)

New topic
Animals

Here are 2 websites that will help you to learn a range of
animal names:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLUrufz-RRA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n0iGgdhyGg0
Here’s a song that will help you practise the animal names
and some clothes:

Make a map of a zoo, a farm, or a wildlife park and see if you can label
all the animal enclosures. (Don’t forget they will need to be in the plural
form so you will need to use ‘les’….)
Or you could make some animals for your zoo …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgLGzpSB8Bw
This is a ‘real’ French story and it has lots of words in it
that you won’t know and you may not understand all of it.
That’s ok! You can watch it a few times but each time try
and listen out for some new words.
Start by spotting the animals and then see if you can work
any other words.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zFHcgzfvURQ
More
animal fun!

As this is our new learning it is important to get lots of
practice so that you remember the vocabulary you have
learnt.
We have looked at the story of ‘Ours Brun’ before but
have another look:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_XkeZ0PfL-E

Perhaps you could make your own mini-book based on the ‘Ours Brun’
story. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sDdTdyzueDU
You could do this with an app like ‘Book creator’ too.

Revisit the vocabulary for pets:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BenORTnIwWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OLUrufz-RRA

Perhaps you could tell me about your pet (or one you would like to have!)
using the sheet to help you structure your sentence. Choose one thing
from each ‘column’ on the sheet working from left to right.

Watch this well-known story being told in French:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goUuIfJ5rZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NicZofSOpJE

Can you make a page from the story complete with an ‘opening’ box or
cage?

And some animal fun ideas:
Enjoy this song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlptx82SmxE

You could draw a picture of an animal and describe what it is wearing!

Make up a whole new animal and write a description. Use the writing mat
to help you. Don’t forget to give it a new name too!

